EU4ENERGY GOVERNANCE PHASE II

FOURTH YEAR WORK PROGRAMME FOR UKRAINE
(JANUARY – DECEMBER 2024)

Area 1/A Renewable Energy

UA 1.1 Support Ukraine in advancing sustainable policies for prosumers

Area 2/B Electricity Market

UA 2.5 The assistance in re-designing the electricity transmission and distribution network tariffs in Ukraine to comply with the provisions of EU Regulation 2019/943 and ECRB/ACER recommendations

UA B2 Support to improvement of the national legislation on the connection of customers’ generating facilities to the distribution network based on the Energy Community electricity acquis and best EU/EnC practices

UA B3 Support to improvement of the national legislation related to the dispatching of the RES generation in line with the Electricity Integration Package

UA B4 Support to implementation of the Electricity Integration Package requirements in relation to post-synchronisation process in Ukraine

Area 3/C Gas Market

UA C1 Support Ukraine in creating an incentive and market oriented product for higher utilisation of the Trans Balkan pipeline with its technical solutions

Area 5 Monitoring of the transposition and implementation of EU acquis as provided by the Energy Community Treaty and bilateral agreement with the EU

UA 5.2 Measurement of a progress in transposition and implementation of EU acquis as provided by the Energy Community Treaty and bilateral agreements/partnerships with the EU, development of energy legal framework review

Area 6/F Workshops/events/capacity building exercise

UA 6/F1 Organisation of workshops/events/capacity building exercises for ministries, regulators, TSOs and other beneficiaries aiming to increase of institutional capacities in Ukraine
Area I Ukraine Energy Support Fund Related Activities

**UA I** Carrying out the actions for supporting the management of Energy Community Secretariat’s established Fiduciary account for Ukraine Energy Support Fund